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German For Your Trip is a one-hour crash course for the traveler with limited resources, time or

interest to dedicate to language learning. German For Your Trip delivers the language necessary for

basic communication in the situations a tourist or business traveler is likely to encounter, through a

format that is extremely portable and accessible.
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I use this set with children of various ages. It is a supplementary part of our German course -

definitely not the focus of their German classes. One thing I like about using this CD/booklet set with

the children is that it introduces them to "real German"- not just classroom German. This set was

designed for grown-ups, so it doesn't make the children feel like they are being talked down to, yet it

is quite easy to use, so they can fairly easily feel successful. The listening/repeating style is a form

of "drilling" that comes across as fun while introducing many very useful, very basic phrases that

should come in handy if the children ever decide to use their German to travel to Germany. Also, it

is so easy to use this set as part of their homework assignment... "I want you to listen to a section of

the CD and follow along in the booklet..."

excellent for practice

Within minutes I did not like this product. The learning process starts off too quickly and does not

give you a chance to learn common words. Replaced with the Henry N Raymond "Learn in Your



Car" - which is very good.

The wife got this for a trip to Germany. It seem to get here by OK.

Purchased this for a friend. The language skills on the CD proved to be very helpful and she was

grateful for the gift.

This is concise, great for basic needs and even has a booklet. Unlike Pimsleur, one can see what

the words look like and can learn how to mix and match more than the bare minimum that Pimsleur

offers through endless repetition. A great start to learning a language completely.

I needed to buy the "Berlitz German Phrae Book and Dictionary" for a German For The Traveler

class I am taking. I luckily searched Google for it and found that the book alone would cost $9, but

the book AND CD was also available for only a dollar more through . So I ordered the book and CD

even though the  description was somewhat confusing -- it wasn't clear wether it was both the CD

and the book or just the book. Well, I received it yesterday -- several days ahed of estimated arrival

date -- and with free shipping to boot. (I added another book to total $26.) Not only is the book

included with the CD, but both are packed in a nice box that has a velcro closure to protect both.

The CD can be loaded into my iPod so I can take it with me. The CD follows the book and gives the

English phrase, followed by a slow pronounciation of the phrase in German, with a few seconds

allowed to repeat the phrase. Then the phrase is repeated again in German the way a native

speaker would say it.Both the book and the CD make a great resource for anyone anticipating travel

to Deustschland.StatesmanWebster Groves, MO
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